Lady Midnight
Chapters 9-11
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ACROSS
6 Emma dropped this in the pool
8 The Fair Folk love nothing more than this
13 Mark got this rune when he was ten, says it did him no good
14 During testing the children were told not to disrupt this around the
dummy
17 Emma and Julian ﬁnd this person dead in a pool
19 At ﬁrst Emma thought the mini-poodle was this
21 Emma mixed up Azazel with this demon on her Clave test
23 Cam went here without Emma
24 The plant's latin name, found at site
26 The full name inside of the wallet found
27 This person called Emma during breakfast
30 Mark names his ﬁrst seraph blade since the Wild Hunt this
31 This person does not need their test scores reported to the Clave
32 Mark is use to using these as a mirror
34 Cristina gives Tavvy a bear called this
35 Shadowhunters are DIY about this
37 Mark says that the circle in the cave is this in nature
41 Emma is mad that the demons destroyed this
45 Mark’s middle name
47 This is not something Shadowhunters value
48 Cristina cuts Mark’s hair so he looks more like this
49 Mark will not feed Tavvy to this as done in the Unseelie court with
unruly children
50 ‘Now we both have hurt _____’
DOWN
1 Emma and Julian became paratai when they were this old

2 Mark does not need an _____ because he was enspelled by the
Wild Hunt
3 If someone goes to the convergence Diana, Julian, and Emma will
each get one of these
4 Julian cut the arms oﬀ the dummy with these
5 Emma tells Mark that he sounds like Julian on ______
7 Julian hits this with his crossbow bolt
9 Julian stands on top of the car holding this
10 A Shadowhunter belt has runes of ____ and angelic power carved in
it
11 The Scholomance has access to the libraries of ____ and the Silent
Brothers archives
12 Mark refuses to have these put on
15 Emma and Mark ﬁnd this while ﬂying
16 These demons protect the came
18 Emma does not ﬁnish drawing this rune on Julian
20 This person was Julian’s ﬁrst crush
22 Mark says Emma does this too fast
25 The name of the seafood shack
28 Mark talks to this person on the phone
29 Emma talks to this person once a month
33 Arthur tells Ty to take these oﬀ
36 ‘Explaining a joke is like dissecting a ____’
38 Gwyn and the hunters only join court on the nights of these
39 The scars serve as Mark’s reminder not to do this
40 The Wild Hunt is ____ magic
42 The name of Tavvy’s stuﬀed lemur
43 The body was missing this
44 The Unseelie Court used these to cut the Angel’s runes into
Mark’s skin
46 The make of car that Julian drives

